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THE WMO
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 125 States and Territories are Members.
It was created:
to facilitate international co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations and

centres to provide meteorological services and observations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of
meteorological information,
to promote standardization of meteorological observations and ensure the uniform
publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activities.
to encourage research and training in meteorology.
The machinery of the Organization consists of :
The World Meteorological Congress, the supreme body of the Organization, brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations relating
to international meteorological practice and to determine the WMO programme.
The Execltti-v€ Committee is composed of 21 directors of national meteorological services
and meets at least once a year to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its Members in Congress, to study and make recommendations on
matters affecting international meteorology and the operation of meteorological services.
The six Regional Associations (Africa, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South-West Pacific and EUl'ope), which aTe composed of Member Governments, co-ordinate
meteorological activity within their respective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions referred to them.
The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by Members are
responsible for studying the special technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteOTology. Technical
Commissions have been established for synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, aerology, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural meteorology,
hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretariat, located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the dil'ection of the Secretary-General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and otheI' technical
co-operation projects in meteorology throughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and reports and in general acts as the link between the meteorological services of the
world. The Secretariat works in close collaboration with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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FOREWORD

The Executive Committee of WMO at its fifteenth session (1963) decided that in
addition to discussing the usual items included on the agenda of each of its annual sessions~ scientific discussions on selected topics should also take place and that in
view
of the valuable assistance to meteorology rendered by the application of numerical methods, the first topic should be numerical weather prediction. With the agreement of the
presidents of CAe and CSM, it was accordingly arranged that Dr. B.R. D~~s, chairman of
the Joint CAe/CSM Working Group on Numerical Weather Prediction, should present a report
at the sixteenth session (1964) which would serve as the basis of subsequent discussion.
The main body of this Technical Note contains the text of the paper presented by
Following Dr. D"otls' presentation, the members of' the Executive Committee and
invited experts participated in an interesting discussion which drew attention to certain
improvements which appeared necessary in the present system of exchange of basic meteorological information in order that it may cater to the electronic computer centres. Appendix 8 of this Technical Note contains a summary of the discussion.

Dr. mms.

I wish to thank all of the members of the very active Joint CAe/CSM Working Oocup
on Numerical Weather Prediction for their valuable contributions to this Note. I also
would like to express my sincere appreciation on behalf of the World Meteorological Organization to Dr. Dtltls for having accepted the arduous task of drafting the text.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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THE PRESENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO THE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS
FOR ROUTINE WEATHER PREDICTION AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
Summary

The aim of the present report is to summarize the status of numerical weather prediction, and in particular to determine to what extent numerical methods now (1964) are
applied in routine weather services.
The content of this report is based partly on information obtained from semi-annual
progress reports presented by weather services in more than 20 countries engaged in numerical forecasting.
The basic steps in the process, from the receipt of the observations to the presentation of the forecast,_ are discussed ~ the automatic extraction of the information in
the incoming reports, the objective analysis of the extracted data, the forecast computation, and finally the automatic presentation of the forecast. The electronic computer also
can with advantage take care of a number of tasks which occur in a weather forecasting service, e.g. evaluation of upper-air soundings, special forecasts for flight planning, forecasting of the movements of hurricanes and typhoons, forecasting of the state of the sea,
weather routing of ships and climatological processing.
Results from systematic tests of forecasts computed on an operational basis with
different prediction models ·clearly indicate that the quality of the numerical upper-air
forecasts exceeds significantly that of conventional forecasts. The quality of the numerical forecasts for the surface 1s at present comparable to that of conventional forecasts.
Already within the framework of the present status of NWP, the routine work in a
weather forecasting service can be automatized to a considerable extent.
It is expected that NWP methods will be considerably improved although NWP will
become increasingly limited by the present observational network.

VIn

SITUATION ACTUELLE EN cE QUI CONCERNE L' APPLICATION DES METHODES NUMERIQUES A LA
PREVISION METEOROLOGIQUE COIJRANTE ET PERSPECTIVES D'AVENIR

Le present rapport est destine a raire Ie point de la prevlslon numerique'du temps
et a determiner, en particulier, dans que lIe mesure les Services meteorologiques appliquent
actuellement (1964) les methodes numerlques dans l'exploitation courante'.

Le rapport est fonde en partie sur les renseignements fournis par les rapports
semestr1els des- ServiDes meteorologlques de plus de vingt pays qui etablissent des previsions numeriques.
Le rapport passe en revue les principales etapes du processus~ de la reception des
observations a ]a presentation des previsions: extraction autornatique de llinfdrmation contenue dans les messages dlDbservation~ analyse objective des dQnnees extraites~ calcul, de
la prev.ision et~ enfin~ presentation automatique de 1a prevision. On peut ega1ement confier
ala ca1culatrice electronique un certain nombre d1autres tftches incombant a-un service de
prevision meteorologique~ par exemple : evaluation des sondages aerologiques~ etablissement
de previsions speciales pour Ie planning desvols~ etablissement de previsions concernant
Ie mouvement des ouragans et des typhons~ etablissement de previsions concernant I1etat de
la mer~ mise en rQute meteorologique des navires et traitement des donnees climatiques.
Les resultats de verifications systemat1ques des previsions etablies-,regulierement
l'aide de differents modeles indiquent clairement que la qualite des previsions aerologiques stablies a l'aide des methodes numeriques est sensiblement meilleure' que ,celIe des
previsions obtenues par les moyens c1assiques.· Quant aux previsions numeriques en surface~
leur qualite est actuellement comparable a celIe des pr~visions de type classique.
Deja dans 1 1etat actuel de 1a prevision numerique~ les travaux courants d 1 un service de prevision meteorologique peuvertt @tre automatises dans une large m~sure.

a

II faut s'attendre a une amelioration sensible des methodes de prevision numerlque
du temps; toutefois~ ce systeme ressentira de plus en plus les limites du reseau d'observation actuel.
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STTUACION ACTUAL CON RESPECTO A LA APLICACION DE METODOS NUMERICOS A LA
PREDICCION CORRIENTE DEL TIEMPO Y PERSPECTIVAS QUE SE PRESENTAN

Resumen

El presente informe tiene e1 proposito de recapitular e1 estado en que se halla al
presente la prediccion numerica del t~empo3 y en especia1 3 de determinar la medida en que
en la actualidad, en 1964, se apiican los metodo~ numericos en e1 desempeno regular de los
servicios meteorologicos.
Este informe 5e funda parcialmente en las informaciones obtenidas de documentos
semestrales, presentados par los servicios meteorologic os de mas de 20 palses que emplean
la prediccion numerica, informando sabre la marcha de sus trabaJos.
Seexaminan las principales fases del procedimiento, desde la extraccion de la informacion hasta la pres~ntaci6n de la prediccion : la obtencion automatica de ~atos de los
informes re~ibidos, el analisis objetivo de la informacion extralda, el calculo de la prediccien, y finalmente la presentacien de la misma. La calculadora electronica puede asi
mismo realizar ventajosamente algunas otras tare as que se presentan en un servicio de prediccion meteorologica, como ser la evaluacion de sondeos aero1ogicas, predicciones especiales para e1 planeamiento de vue los, prediccion de las trayectorias de huracanes y tifones,
predicaion del estado del mar, establecimiento de rutas para buques teniendo en cuenta las
condiciones meteorologicas y la preparacion de datos climatologicos.
Los resultados de comparaciones sistematicas que se han llevado a cabo sabre una
base practica entre predicciones obtenidas con los distintos modelos de prediccion indican
can claridad que la calidad de las predicciones aero logicas numericas es muy superiores a
las predicciones del ti~o convenciona1.
En el estado en que se encuentra actualmente 1a prediccion numeric a del tiempo,
se pueden automatizar las tareas normales de un servicio de prediccion meteorolegica en un
grado notable.
Cabe esperar que los metodos de la prediccion numerica del tiempo han de mejorarse
considerablemente, a pesar de que 1a red actual de estaciones de observacion ha de ejercer
en 1a prediccien numerica del tiempo una accion limitadora creciente.

THE PRESENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO THE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL
METHODS FOR ROUTINE WEATHER PREDICTION AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

L

INTRODUCTION

A meteorological forecasting
the

telep~inter

se~vice

in the northern hemisphere receives through

circuits and radiQ broadcasts approximately 4,000,000 digits daily containing

information on the observed state ·of the atmosphere.
are requested to issue with a·minimum of delay
state of the atmosphere.

Basically there are two arguments to ,justify the use

The first one is mainly economic.

processed,it is in most cases more expensive
computers.

various types of forecasts of the future

It is, therefore, not surprising that meteorologists have tried

to make use of electronic computers.
of computers.

With this raw material, the forecasters

~o

In view of the large amount of data to be
employ manual methods than to use electronic

This situation most certainly will persist in the future.

In addition, with the

aid of electronic computers, the forecasts can be issued earlier - which certainly makes them
more valuable.
The second most important argument to support the use of computers involves the
need for objective forecasting.
Meteorology must undoubtedly be classified as a branch of the physical sciences.
The motion of 4he atmosphere is .determined by the basic physical laws which can be represented
by a set of differential equations.
boundary value problem.
puter due to

th~

Numerical

The

for~c~sting

sol~tion

of equations, however, requires an electronic com-

enormous amount of computations.

forecasting methods.

problem thus can be treated as an initial

This is indeed difficult.

The alternative is to improve conventional
Although it is possible to take into account

the various physical effects influencing the motion of the
a very approximate way.
be impossible to avoid

atmosphere~

it can only be done in

As long as bnly manual forecasting methods are used, it will probably
criticism~

such as the provoking but witty remarks about subjective

weather prediction methods made by P.D. Thompson:
" ••••• a mixture of subjectively assimilated experience, piecemeal statistical
relationships and a certain amount of

weather

tative or semiquantitative physical reasoning."

lore~

seasoned with a little quali-

2

2.

THE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS FOR ROUTINE WEATHER PREDICTION

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The most striking feature of numerical weather prediction is perhaps not that one
makes use of numerical methods.

It 1? more the aim to apply scientific methods by making a

systematic use of the fundamental physical laws
atmosphere.

However~

which govern the detailed motion

of

the

due to the fact that there exists no general method to solve the system

of equations analytically, it has been necessary to resort to numerical methods (usually the

method of finite differences).
The history of numerical weather prediction goes back more than a century.

However,

this report will mention only some of the important milestones in the evolution of this branch
of meteorology.

The hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equations which form a complete set of equations
were known already in the middle of the nineteenth century.
for a mathematical treatment of weather forecasting.
first attack on the fundamental problems of

These equations form the basis

In 1858, H. von Helmholtz made the

atmospheric motion with the aid of the basic

equations.
It was not until the beginning of this century that the new era in scientific
weather forecasting was established.

During the first decades, a number of outstanding

scientists, such as V. Bjerknes, L.F. Richardson,

e.G.

Rossby and I.A. KibeI, created the

basis for numerical weather forecasting.
1922

In the book llWeather prediction by numerical process", L.F. Richardson published
the results of his experiment to utilize the complete set of hydro-thermodynamic
equations for weather prediction by the methods of finite differences.

The experi-

ment was a complete failure, understood later to be the result of (a) insufficient
accuracy of the initial state due to lack of reliable observations;
tion among terms in the equations of motion;

(b) compensa-

(c) computational instability arising

from his choice of finite increments in space and time.
1928

The criterion was derived regarding the size of the finite increments in time and
space. which must be fulfilled in order to avoid computational instability.

1939

C.G. Rossby created the basis for future development in numerical weather forecasting.

He realized that the only possibility for making progress was to simplify the

problem.

He concentrated his interest on the large-scale motion of the atmosphere.

In 1939 he published a classical paper proposing the simplest possible model which
can be used to describe the large-s0ale motion, now called the barotropic model.
With the aid of this model, he derived his famous wave formula.

TlIE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS FOR ROUTINE NEATHER PREDICTION

1940

3

J.A. KibeI developed a method for solving the prognostic equations through a power
The 11first ll and the "secondll approximations allowed

series in a small parameter.

the calculation of pressure and temperature for 24-36 hours at a station by

using

geometrical derivatives at the station.
1945-50

The network of radiosonde stations increased rapidly.

developed

which were SUfficiently

simple atmospheric mOdels.

1948

Electronic computers

fast for numerical

were

weather forecasting with

The reasons for Richardson's failure were explained.

It was shown that, by replacing the true wind by the geostrophlc wind in

the

potential-vorticity and thermodynamic equatlQns, the gravity waves are completely
excluded~

and

that~

by making use of the hydrostatic approximations the

sound

waves are filtered out.
1949

The concept of the equivalent barotropic model was introduced.

The

use

of the

500 mb data inforecasting with the barotropic model was justified.
1950

The first numerical forecast from real initial conditions was computed with the
barotropic model.

The computing time on the electronic computer ENIAC was about

24 hours for a 24-hour forecast.
1951

The first

1954

Numerical forecasting with the barotropic model was put in

barocli~ic

model was applied to an actual weather situation in the U.S.A.
routine

operatiortin

Sweden.
1955

It was shown that the application of the balance equation between pressure
wind field leads to an improvement of numerical forecasts.

and

Numerical weather map

analysis became a routine operation in Sweden.
1956

The first theoretical-numerical experiment to simulate some important features of
the general circulation of the atmosphere was performed.

1957

Automatic data extraction was put into rOMtine operation at the JNWP-Unit in
Washington.

1958

The effect of the

large~scale

divergence was included in the- routine forecasting

with the barotropic model at the JNWP-Unit in Washington.

In this ways serious

errors arising from the retrogression of the very long waves were suppressed.
1959

Considerable progress was made in the experiments to use the primitive equations
in forecasting (Federal Republic of Germany, U.S.S.R.).

1961-63

Progress in the computation scheme of finite difference forms led to the decrease
in truncation errors of computation and has made it possible to extend the forecasting period.

4
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1963

Non-adiabatic effects, such as the latent heat release and the sensible heat transfer, were included in the routine forecast in the Japan Meteorological Agency.

3·

PRESENT STATE OF NUMERICAL METHODS IN WEATHER FORECASTING

In

A Meteorological Service must accomplish many different jobs.

addition

general weather forecasting for public use there are requirements for different
special weather map

analyses and forecasts.

types

to
of

However, this chapter is limited to a compre-

hensive summary of the basic ingredients in the present procedures, starting with the receipt
of the observations and ending with the presentation of the forecast.

This summary will in-

clude the extraction of data, the analysis of data, and the forecast.
3.1

Data extraction*
The main purpose of this programme is to extract information contained in reports

received from observing stations so that the observed quantities can be easily utilized. This
implies that the data-extraction programme must identify all the reports, decode the reports,
make certain checks in order to delete errors, sort the reports, eliminate discrepancies and
finally present the result.
Although a large number of different codes exist for transmission of various types
of observations, the programming for the computer could be relatively straightforward.

The

only requirement is a universal, strict adherence to the coding procedures and a clear identification of unavoidable optional parts.

This is by no means the case at present and conse-

quently the extraction programme is very

comp~icated.

Deviations from the adopted codes lead

to the loss of a certain amount of information every day.

As an example of these current un-

necessary difficulties, an inspection of meteorological telegrams in 1963 showed

that

the

heading of the TEMP-messages from one single country oDcurred in 25 different forms.
The most common method of feeding the computer with data obtained from the teleprinters is to make use of a paper tape reader.

This, however; is not the

.ideal method. It

is always preferable to avoid procedures which involve mechanical devices in data processing.
Compared with electronics, the mechanical parts are much less reliable.

In the U.S.A. some

experimentation has been made with electronic equipment which takes care of the teleprinter
signals and transfers them directly to the memory of the computer.

*

Instead of data extraction the expression "data processing" is often used.
sion is less appropriate since its meaning is much more general.

This

expres-
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The general flow of the

5

in a data extraction programme is shown in

inforrn~tion

Figure 1.

The signals -received at the teleprinter central are transferred

directly Or via paper tape to the magnetic tape memory in the
computer.
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The general flow in the operation of the data extraction programme

The extraction programme requires a fairly large storage capacity in the oomputer.
In addition to the extensive programme, there must also be space to store a list of the observing stations which are inside the area of interest (usually of hemispheric size).

For

each station, this list must contain information on block and station number, geographical
co-ordinates, elevation above sea-level and the units which are used.

6
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Due to the ability of the computer to take care of the data extraction in a most
efficient way, the analysis and forecast computations can be started with very little delay.
However, the maximum time which it would be possible to gain 1s far from realized 'because the
existing telecommunications are slow and -uneconomic.
made in

Stockhol~

To illustrate this, a survey has been

of the inflow of complete reports from upper-air stations.

in Table 1, the number of duplicate messages is considerable;

As can be seen

much greater than justifiable.

Table 1

Upper-air reports received in Stockholm one day

Number of times

Number of

Number of complete

received

stations

upper-air reports
received

1

167

167

2

125

250

3

125

375

4

49

196

5

9

45

6

4

24

7

1

7

8

2

16

9

1

9

483

1,099

Sum

In Figure 2 the number of TEMP-messages received is shown as a function of time
after the standard hour of observation (heavy

so~id

line).

This rate of inflow of data may

be compared with the ideal case where no duplicates occur (dashed line) and an improved
system where a feasible amount of duplicates have been eliminated

(thin solid line).

This

diagram clearly shows that at least one hour can be gained with improved telecommunication
procedures.

3.2

The analysis

The information from the various types of observing stations (radiosonde stations,
surface stations, satellites, etc.), which after data extraction is available in the memory
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of the computer,

defines the initial

state from which

However, the observations are distributed irregularly.

the forecast has

7
to be computed.

Before the forecast computations can

start it is necessary to analyse the data so that a finite difference lattice,
observed quantities,
analysis.

is available at the gridpoints.

This is the

based on the

essential point of the

Conunon names for this interpolation procedure are "numerical weather map analysis"

and tlobjective analysis".
NUMBER OF STATIONS
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Inflow of upper-air reports in Stockholm

It has been demonstrated very clearly that the quality of the forecast is very
much dependent on the accuracy and the internal consistency of the analysed fields.
automatic analysis scheme can be

.designed so that it takes the available information into

account in a more systematic way than is possible by manual methods.
feasible to fulfil

The

This makes it more

the criteria on the analysis which the prediction models require. Another

advantage of objective analysis is that it offers better possibilities of recognition and
correction or removal of erroneous data.
Several objective methods for analysing the distribution of the observed meteorological elements have been proposed.

There is no doubt that, for short-range forecasting of

large-scale motions in the extra-tropical regions, the accuracy of the analysis methods presently used in routine operation is satisfactory.
lysis problem has been neglected to some extent.

In spite of this, it seems that the ana-

Present requirements exist for automation

of other types of analyses and forecasts than those now in routine operation, while numerical
forecasting models are becoming increasingly dependent on the consistency of
fields.

~~e

analysed
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In addition to the methods
the

appendix)~

we should make

now

in routine

use (which are briefly described

special mention of the interesting

in

approach suggested by

Sasaki (1958). It is based on the calculus of variations and results in certain partial differential equations to be satisfied by the analysed fields.
Also significant is that in regions where data coverage is poor, it is possible to
improve the analysis with the aid of numerical methods.
garded as "holes

ll

In such regions, which can be re-

from which few or no data are received but which are surrounded by regions

of frequent and dense observations, it is necessary to optimize the information Which is
available.

This can be done only by making use of more advanced methods.

ments have been carried out in this

field~

Certain experi-

and the method which is proposed can be character-

ized as a combination of numerical procedures of analysis and prediction.
3.3

The forecasts
With the advent of fast electronic computers, it was possible for the meteorologists

to make realistic attempts to use the basic physical laws for weather prediction.

With elec-

tronic computers developing an increasing activity in this field came a renaissance of theoretical meteorology.
The very first numerical forecasts with the barotropic model could compete
conventional forecasts in the prediction of large-scale motion of the atmosphere.

with

Since the

barotropic model is the simplest possible representation of the atmosphere, it was expected
that the quality of the forecasts could be greatly improved by making use of models where the
vertical resolution was taken into account in a more realistic way.
multiparameter models reduced the error to some extent.

The results obtained with

The fact that the baroclinic models

did not give better forecasts may perhaps be explained partly by the assumption that largescale motion of the atmosphere is more barotropic than was expected originally.
Paralleling the work in developing more refined

mod~ls,

strong efforts were concen-

trated on making improvements within the framework of the barotropic model.

The balance equa-

tion was introduced to get a better relation between the pressure and wind field, and the
large-scale divergence was taken into account in order to reduce errors due to the retrogression of the very long waves.
The basic weakness of the barotropic model is its incapability to predict the important process of cyclogenesis.
such developments.

The present baroclinic models can to some extent predict

However, due to insufficient contro_

often unrealistic after a relatively short period

1echanism, the developments are

of time, say 36 hours.

With a multilayer

model, it is also much easier to take into account different physical effects which can have
an important influence on the motion, such as friction, mountain effects and non-adiabatic
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effects due to evaporation and condepsation and the exchange of sensible heat between the
sea and the atmosphere.

The development of better forecasting models
lines.

can be said to follow two different

The most common approach has previously been to make use of the filtered equations.

In this system of -equations, the sound waves and gravity waves are removed from the vorticity equation by the use of the hydrostatic equation and the balance equation.
barotropic and baroclinic, which

Most models,

are in routine operation today are of this type.

The other line of approach lsta return to the primitive hydrodynamlcal equations,
modified by the assumption of hydrostatic balance.

The major difficulty with this method is

that the equations are very sensitive to the initial fields of wind and pressure.

In recent

years intensive efforts have been devoted to solving these problems and the results now being
obtained with this method are indeed promising.

4.

PIlESENT SITUATION REGARDING TIlE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS IN ROUTINE
WEATHER PIlEDICTION

Since the first numerical forecast was carried out, numerical forecasting methods
have undergone an accelerated development.

In several countries there exist today advanced

systems by which the whole process, from the reception of the observations to the presentation of certain forecasts, is automatic.
Table 2 summarizes the present situation regarding the use of numerical methods in
different countries.
very detailed picture.

Since the situation changes very rapidly, there is no point in giving a
The table shows only whether automatic data extraction, numerical

weather map analysis and numerical weather prediction are used in routine operation (R) or
whether experiments have started (exp).
given also.

The type of electronic computer which is used

is

The figure in parenthesis gives the time, in microseconds, which is required to

carry out one fixed point addition on the computer.
The information contained in this table has been obtained mainly from the semiannual progress reports which are presented by weather services engaged in numerical forecasting.
value.

This exchange of information, initiated by the working group, has proved to be of great
In this connexion, it can be mentioned that there is also an exchange of the routine

forecasts computed from the 15th OOGMT in each month.
The size of the forecasting
gridpoints

to nearly 3000.

a~ea

varies within a wide range, from a few hundred

Generally a large forecasting area, often of almost hemispheric

size, is used for three to four day forecasts using the barotropic model, and a smaller area
for baroclinic forecasts for one to two days.

The large areas are usually of octagonal shape.

A typical grid of this type is shown in Appendix

5. The most common choice for the mesh width
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is between 300 and 381 km at the latitude 600 N on a- poiar stereographic projection.

The

barotropic model is used in almost all countries which are engaged in numerical weather
foreoasting.

The most common

ver~ion

of the barotropic model is described in Appendix 2.

In a few countries s particularly those where objective analysis and
tional, varioup types of baroclinic models are used in rotation.

d~ta

extraction are opera-

Different types of currently

operational baroclinic models are described in Appendix 3.
In addition to analysis and forecasting of large-scale motion of the atmosphere,
the computer can with advantage take care of a number of tasks occurring in routine weather
forecasting, such as the following :
4.1

Evaluation of upper-air soundings
The records on the receiver drum are automatically punched on paper tape and trans-

mitted from the radiosonde station to the computer.

The programme for the evaluation of the

sounding converts scale units to pressure, temperature and humidity values, calculates geopotentials, dew points, determines the significant levels, etc.
errors is included.

Correction for radiation

Also the upper winds are evaluated numerically.

After the evaluation

of the sounding the computer punches directly the TEMP message in code form ready for transmission on the teleprinter network.
Experiments are carried out in Austria, Germany (University of Berlin), the

Repub-

lic of South Africa and Sweden.
4.2

Analysis of other quantities than the geopotential
In a forecasting service, a large number of different quantities are analysed for

various purposes.

Experience has shown that it is suitable to leave most of this work to the

computer, provided that a rather complete automatic data extraction is

in

operation.

The

methods of analysis of the geopotential, described in Appendix 1, can often be used with
minor modifications.
The following are examples of quantities for which objective methods of analysis
are applied in routine operation
Surface pressure
Temperature for different levels
Dew-point temperature for different levels
Horizontal wind components for different levels
The height of the tropopause.
Furthermore, numerical analysis programmes also have to compute analyses of variables not being measured in the atmosphere, e.g. the vertical

velocity

field.

This

is
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2

The present situation regarding the use of numerical
forecasting methods in different Meteorological Services

Data

Computet'

Analysis

Prediction

Australia

expo

expo

Deuce

Austria

expo

expo

IBM 1620 (400)

expo

R.

R.

IBM 7070 (72)
1964, IBM 7040 (16)

R.

R.

R.

CDC G 20 (12)

expo

expo

R.

expo

expo

R.

URAL 2 (200)

R.

KL 901 (20)

Country

Belgium
Canada
China, People's

extraction

(62)

Republic of
Czechoslovakia
France

Germany, Federal
Republic of

expo

expo

Hungary

expo

1965: CDC 3800/3400
( .88)

expo

URAL 1

Israel

expo

R.

Italy

expo

expo

R.

R.

expo

expo

R.

R.

Facit EDE (45)

expo

R.

URAL 2 (200)

R.

Japan

New Zealand
Norway

R.

poland

Philco 2000 (15)

IBM 1401 (230)
IBM 704 (24)
IBM 650 (32000)

R.

Romania
Republic of
South Africa

expo

expo

IBM 704 (24)

Swedish Air Force

R.

R.

R.

IBM 7090 (4.)6)

Sweden 3MHI

R.

R.

R.

D21 (9.6)

U.K.

R.

R.

R.

English Electric KDF9 (1)

U.S. Air Force

R.

R.

R.

IBM 7094 (4.00)

U.S.

R.

R.

R.

CDC 1604 A (7.2)

R.

R.4

R.

IBM 7094 (4.00)

R.

R.

M2D (24)

Navy

U.S. Weather Bureau
U.S.S.R.

expo

12
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performed by solving sets of diagnostic partial differential
a computer, too.

equations~

requiring the use of

These equations result. from, the basic physical laws satisfying, however,

certain assumptions, mainly determined by the requirement that the noise motions, related to

sound and gravity waves, are sufficiently small.
Also it sbould be mentioned that experiments are being carried out with methods of
analysing cross sections.

So far

there has been no serious attempt to produce machine-made

synoptic charts.

4.3

Upper~~~~

In

fQrecasts for aircraft and flight planning

s~veral

weather services, special analyses and forecasts for wind and temperature

at high levels are prepared especiallyfbr military and commercial aircraft.

For overseas

flights, it is convenient to let the computer also take care of the flight planning.

In the

flight plans issued by Military Air Transport Service at NMC, the headings, altitudes, ground
speeds, time
4.4

~~,

distance between check points and alternate landing fields are

inclu~ed.

Forecasting the· rnqvements of hurricanes and typhoons
Because typhoons and hurricanes have large vertical velocities for their small

horizontal extent, the motion on the typhoon and hurricane scale is very different from that
of largeI\.o scale phenomena.
used in its complete
forecasters

fo~m

pr~dict~ng

Strictly speaking, therefore, the vorticity equation should be
rather than in the simplified form which is familiar to numericaL

large-scale phenomena

in middle and high latitudes.

In solving the

vorticity equation in its complete form, however, some difficulties remain unsolved, particularly the problem of the truncation errors which cause computational instability in the
marching process, and the problem of insufficient accuracy of the observations near the centre
0f typhoons and hurricanes.

Nevertheless, the simplified vorticity equation has been uti-

lized in predicting numerically typhoon and hurricane movements, under the assumption that,
for the shorter forecast periods, the movements are greatly influenced by the large-scale
motion near the storm and to a lesser extent by the small-scale motions.
The pathB of typhoons and hurricanes have been forecast numerically along such lines
both in Japan and in the U.S.A. since 1956.

The forecasting techniques may be classified into

three groups, namely;
(a)

Steering method, which copes with the problem of small scales by treating a tropical
cyclone as an entity separate from the total flow patternJ

(b)

Inclusion method,

in which the typhoon or hurricane is included as an inte 6 ral part

of the large-scale flow. The typhoon or hurricane is treated in

tl~

vorticity equa-

tion as one of the disturbances in the atmosphere, but with weakened intensity; and
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Semi-steering method, which may be called a compromise between the other two.

As in the case of the steering method, the vorticity equation is divided into two
parts, the circular part and the residual.

It is assumed, however, that while the circular

vortex does not change its intensity or shape during the forecast period, it does affect its
environment.

These limitations on interactions are either asswned

~

priori or neglected in

the steering method.
The results of tests and actual trials, in which the models mentioned above have
been applied in barotropic and baroclinic states, may be summarized as follows
(a)

The results with the equivalent barotropic (one-parameter) model are better than

with the pure barotropic (500 mb level or 700 mb level);
(b)

No superiority of the inclusion method over the steering method was found;

(c)

Increasing the numbers of layers or parameters in the baroclinic model is not
always beneficial.
In

Japan~

the forecasting routine has employed mainly the equivalent-barotropic

steering method and the 500 mb-inclusion method for the past several years.
Frankly

speaking~

numerical forecasting has not produced the rewards expected when

it was introduced in typhoon forecasting about eight years ago.

And~

from our experience, we

ask again the following questions regarding numerical treatment of typhoons :
(a)

Is it correct to apply the simplified vorticity equation to motions on the scale
of typhoons ?

(b)

Is it not necessary to take into account non-adiabatic effects, such as evaporation
from the sea surface?

(c)

What is the true structure of typhoons near their centres between the surface and
the tropopause ?

4.5

state of sea and weather routing of ships
The demand for special forecasts for ships ts steadily increasing.

the

preparation of these forecasts consists in extensive calculations.

therefore, at present devoted to develop

A large part of

Large efforts are,

operational numerical techniques for improved sea

and swell analyses and forecasts.
At the U.S. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility the following oceanographic programme
is in operation.
(a)

The ocean surface temperature is analysed for the entire northern hemisphere.

14
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(b)

The sea wave analysis and forecast are derived from 'the wind field.
up-system is then used to
point as a

(0)

funct~on

obta~n

A.table-look-

wave height, period and direction at each grid

of wind speed, duration and fetch.

The swell analysis and forecast programme computes the decay and travel distance of
wind-driven seas as they move out of the generating areas.

4.6

Long-range forecasting
The situation in extended and long-range numerical forecasting was described in

some detail in 1962 in the final report submitted by the CAe Working Group on Numerical
Methods of Weather Analysis and Forecasting.*
To summarize briefly, as early as 1943, Blinova developed a method of solving linear
vorticity equations for the purpose of long-range forecasting.
used as a

basi~

The method has- since been

for forecasting pressure, wind, temperature and humidity fields.

AlthOUgh

this work does not lie in the main stream of present applications of numerical prediction
techniques to the long-range forecasting problem, it has had an important influence on underlying thought and theory.
Phillips in 1956 performed the basic first experiment from which most present applications and research efforts derive.

He integrated a conventional two-parameter filtered

model to 30 days, when non-linear integrations over such a long period had never before been
successfully attempted.

Although defective in some respects as an analogue to the

~tmosphere,

his calculation still faithfully exhibited many of the aspects of the general circulation.
This experiment has now been extended many times.with more sophisticated models in many
search centres.
force

ll

attack

re-

The weekly forecast problem is expected soon to fall before this "brutein which short-range numerical prediction methods are merely extended to longer

periods with the necessary energy transformation and exchanges added.

In principle, longer

range forecasts can also be successfully attacked in this way, and the many numerical general
circulation experiments in progress should be regarded in this light.
The scientific problem remains of isolating those parameters, mechanisms, and other
now nebulous factors responsible for atmospheric behaviour in the' long range, and phrasing
them in forms amenable to numerical treatment.
It is perhaps not too early to point out that those engaged in numerical general
circulation experiments are deeply involved in
of climate in a quantitative way.

gaining an understanding of the fundamentals

'rhey are, therefore, taking the first halting step toward

the modification and control of the climates of the world.

*

IlNtunerical methods of weather analysis and. forecastingll, WMO Technical Note NQ. 44, 1962,
pp. 14, 15.
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4.7

Climatological processing
Climatological processing should be taken care of by

cQmp~ters

for several reasons.

A large number of different kinds of statistics has to be evaluated from the same observational data.

The computer's superior flexibility in the treatment of enormous

justified its use in many countries, even where the-data

ha~e

amo~ts

of data

to be punched on cards or paper

tape by hand.
The data-extraction programme certainly facilitates climatological processing by
eliminating the rather

5.

time~consuming punch

work.

VERIFICATION OF NUMERICAL FORECASTS

A fairly complete summary of verifications of various types of numerical forecasts
was published in the report presented by the Working Group on Numerical Methods ·of Weather
Analysis and Forecasting (Technical Note No. 44, 1962).
fication material has become available.
stricted selection.

Since then a large amount of veri-

It has, therefore, been necessary

to

make

a re-

The purpose of the following summary is to give an indication of the

reliability of numerical forecasts computed on a routine basis with different types of prediction models and to make it possible to compare numerical forecasts with non-computer
forecasts.
The statistics presented here have been extracted from periodic reports of
Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo (JMA)
British Meteorological Office (BMO)
National Meteorological Center, U.S.-Weather Bureau, (NMC).
The statistical quantities which occur in this summary-are the following :
(a)

The correlation coefficient (r) between the observed (x) and computed (y) changes
of the heigbt

r

\J

1
i2:::'xy

1,,2

wL-x

xy

x.

'\jl\,/
NL-

2

•

y

-2

where N is the number of gridpoint values for the verification area
x

Lx

y

:> :x

N

N
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The ro"ot mean square error of the forecast height.

6

z

~

\j L:("p -;0 -

M)2

(Unit

metres)

where zp is the forecast height

Zo is the verifying height

(0)

The root mean square of the geostrophic vector wind error

(Unit : knots)
where

~iS the forecast vector geostrophic wind

~iS the verifying ve~tor geostrophic wind.
JMA
Divergent barotropic forecasts

Mesh width : 381 km at 600 N (Polar-stereographic projection)
Forecast area : 1977 gridpoints (Octagonal)
Verification area: Japan and vicinity =167 gridpoints.

Table

3

JMA

6z

time (hours)

Forecast
perio.d

r

24

Dec 61

.76

33

Jan 62

.67

32

Feb 62

·73

32

Mar 62

.77

34

Apr 62

.82

35

May 62

.81

25

Jun 62

.76

24

Ju162

.63

21

Aug 62

.76

22

Sep 62

23

Oct 62

·78
.80

26

Nov 62

.75

30

Mean

.75

28

Forecasting
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Baroclinic forecasts with a 4-1evel geostrophic model

Mesh width: )04.8 km at)OON and 600 N (conformal conical projection)
Forecast area, : 30 x 22

660 gridpoints

=

Verification area : Japan and vicinity == 144 gridpoints.

Table

4

JMA

,I
I

J

II

I

Forecasting
time
(hours)

Forecast
period

24

Sep 61

)00 mb

500 mb

700 mb

900 mb

72

71 ))

6) 27

61

26

11

.66

)5

14

47

Oct 61

.86 58

.8)

Nov 61

.76' 64

.80 44

Dec 61

.74 6)

Jan 62

.66 76

Feb 62
Mar 62

.64 94
.8) 74

Apr 62

.79 64

.79

May 62

.79 51

41

.76

)4

.61 )4

12

.76 4)
.69 46

·70 )5
.67 ))

.52 )4

15

.60 )4

.51 )0

16

.68 56

.54

42

.51 )4

12

.8) 50

·70 41
.69 )8

.62

41

15

.60 )8

16

.67 )2

.6) )1

14

24

1)

46

Juri·62

·75

45

·77 )6
.74 29

Mean

·75

64

.76

42

.66

25

.65

.66

)4

.59 ))

.

BMO
Baroclinic forecasts with a

3-1ev~1

geostrophlc model

Mesh width : 303 km a~ 60 N (Polar stereographlc projection)
0

Forecast area ; 24 x 20

=

No of
cases

480 gridpoints

Verification area: NE Atlantic arid W Europe

192 grldpoints.
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Table

BMO

Level

Forecasting
time

Forecast
period

(hours)
1000

24

Aug-Nov 62

5
C.F.O.*

Numerical

r

z

r

Persistence

w

z

w

42 17

61

24

43

79
61

29
24

30

47 19

67

26

·73 41 18
.68 55 22

55

23

74

W

z

Dec-Feb 63

.81 36 15
·77 51 19

Feb-May 63

.83 38 14

·77 53 21
·70 46 18

.80 42

.74

Mean

16

.75

1000

Aug-Nov 62

-500

Dec-Feb·63

.84 30 14
.83 40 18

Feb-May 63

.86 28 14

.67

45

19

58

27
22

Mean

.84 33 15

.69 47

20

62

24

Aug-Nov 62

.82

69

26

Dec-Feb 63

89

30

Feb-May 63

.80 51 17
.86 40 14

.69 50 19
.68 66 23
.62 61 21

75

25

Mean

.83 44 16

.66 59 21

78

27

.64

20

54

21

500

500

36 16

Aug-Nov 62

.76

Dec-Feb 63

.71 40 16

.55 51 20

58

21

Feb-May 63

.74 32

15

.52

45

19

47

19

36 16

.57

47 20

53

20

93
102

32
31

93

30

96

31

Mean

200

41 16

Aug-Nov 62

·74

45

Dec-Feb 63

.82 55 20
.78 61 20

Feb-May 63

.83 49 17

·70 69 25
.65 77 25
.61 73 24

.81 55

.65 73 25

Mean

19

No of'
cases

34

* Routine forecast made by Central Forecast Office
NMC

Baroclinlc forecasts with 3-1evel model with filtered equations up to 36 hours.
After 36 hours, a divergent barotropic model is used where the effect of mountains and surface friction is taken into account.

Mesh width : 381 km at 600 N (Polar stereographic)
Forecast area : 1977 gridpoints (octagonal)
Verification areas : North America (NAm) 195 gridpoints,
North Atlantic (NAt) 196 gridpoints,
Europe (Eu) 143 gridpoints,
Asia (As) 275 gridpoints,
Pacific (F) 308 gridpoints,
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Table 6
HMC
IFore-

!

castin~ For~·cast.

Level

time
perlod
'(hours)

850

24

NAm

Oct-Dec 62

Apr-Jun 63
Jul-Sop 63

I
500

I
I

Mean

24

I Oct-Dec

.83 .82 .81 ·70
.82 .82 .82 .70
63 1. 79 .82 .77 .75
63 .79 ·79 ·78 .63
.81 .81 .80 .70
62 , ·75 .75 .74 ·70
63 ! ·74 .75 .76 .61
63 .77 .76 .7'1 .75
63 .73 ·76 .74 .69
.75 .76 ·75 .69
62 : .68 .65 ,63 .62
63 .63 .65 .64 .47
63 .69 ·72 .65 .70
63 .65 ·70 .66 .65
.66 .68 .. 65 .61
62 .65 .61 .56 .54
63 .54 ·59 .53 .38
63 .62 .71 ·57 .63
63 .58 .65 .61 .58
.60 .64 -57 ·53

62
Jan-Mar 63

I
I

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep
Mean

48

I

I

Oct-dec

I Jan-Mar

I

IApr-Jun
! Jul-Sep

j

72

I

Oct-Dec

I Jan-Mar

I

I,

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

I
96

500

I

Mean

,

Mean

\, Oct-Dec

! Jan-Mar

,!

I
BOO
I
!
I

I

\

I

;

: Jul-Seo

I

Apr-Jun

I

I

24

Mean

:: Oct-Dec 62

i! Jan-Mar
I

: Apr-Jun

I,,

j Ju l -32p

,

I

48

63

63
63

j'ljea!:.

; Oct-Dec

.81 .80 .81 .71
.81 .83 .82 .69
.Be .82 ·78 .78
.'r8 .78 ·77 .67
.80 .81 8" .71

HAm HAt

Eu

As

35 28
34 29
26 25
24 22
30 26
54 40

·74 ! 38 48 46 43
.681: 42 52 46 46
.81i! 31 39 37 3',
'I
.70!1124 35 35 31
.d~ 34 44 41 39
'=i
.68ii 61 77 76 61
.50 70 79 73 75
·77 48 6c 59 46
ni~ 39 51 53 41
· 67:!! 55 67 65 56
. 59 1. 70 101 103 80
.37) 91 10~ 101 108

·

I

·73 63
.67 52
.59' 71
,
·53 : 91
.29 L08
.67 77
.61 62
.53

·T'-'

76 79
64 71
86 89
119 126
12~ 126

57
50

74
99
140
89 97 68
75 84 58
85 102 108 91

57 73 71
.68 Go 69 63
.81 1;5 55 53
·71 !to 54 54
·73 5 1_ 63 60
.7'f .75 .75 .70 .67 90 110 109
.J

62

P

.65 .73 29 38
.66 .66 32 39
.69 ·77 211 31
.57 .71 19 27
.64 .72 26 34
.61 .65' 45 56

62

i

500

.76 .78 ·77
.76 ·79 .76
.73 ·77 .74
·77 .76 .74
.76 .78 .75
.65 .69 .67

As

I Oct-Dec

I

500

NAt Eu

48

I
I

6

'!j

I,

]

W

"

Jan-Mar 63

/

I,

6z

r

P [i NAm NAt

Eu

As

it 9 11 10
"
"
42 n 9 12 10

8
8
8

40

"

8 9 8
25 il" 6 8 8 7
3411 8 10 9 8
57 12 15 14 11
29 Ii

lli
121
91
7
10

I!

15

Ii

15

52 13 15 15 13
l.I
61 I! 13 16 15 14
41 i/lo 13 12 11
35
9 11 11 10
11 14 13 12
47
771! 18 22 22 H
104 19 2l 20 19
60 14 17 17 13
51 ! 12 15 16 12
73 I, 16 19 19 15
97!i 21 26 26 19
il
145 i! 22 25 24 23
76 Ii" 17 21 20 16
62 Ii 14 17 19 14
I
95 I' 19 22 22 18
114 Ii" 23 29 30 22
178 '. 26 28 28 26
89 i! 20 23 24 17
It
72 !i 16 19 22 15
I13! 2l 25 26 20

Ii

Ii

66 77 Ii 18
I'
6'r 81 q 18
48 58 15
46 53 :; 13
57 67' 16

i

94 J.13

P

22 20
20 19
17 18 15
16 17 15
19 19 17
26 30 31 25
22
20

17

I

1

13!
11

I
J

14
2l

24·
131
14 i
19
24
31
20
16

I

I

2-";

27
35
23
18
26

I

I,

22 !
22 ,i
18
,
16 ,
20
,
29
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In Figure 3, the RMS error for the NMC 500 rob forecasts (verified over North
America, October-December 1962) and the corresponding persistence are shown as a function
of the forecast period.
RMS

ERROR

1-

-t__ GUESSlNG_+

j-

PERSISTENCE

100 m l:---------j-----7-1~- CllMATOLOGV

---t-------

-~-----=:J--==::::::::::-

NUMERICAL

SOm

o

Figure

96

72

"

FORECASTING TIME
HOURS

3. The RMS error as a function of the forecasting time for different types
of fOl:'8casts

With increasing length of the forecast, the RMS error of the persistence forecast
is approaching the RMS error of guessing. (llauessing ll means selecting deviations at random
from a frequency distribution of deviations

~rom

the normal.

The RMS error of guessing does

not depend on the length of the forecast period.)
The numerical forecast may be compared also with a climatological forecast.
RMS of this type of forecast

is~

of

course~

The

independent of the length of the forecast period.

The value of this RMS error is about 1/\[2 of the RMS error of guessing.

This diagram also shows the British 24 hour numerical (N), subjective (8), and
persistence (p) forecasts for the period August - November 1962.
The result of the verification presented in this diagram is in broad agreement
With what P.D. Thompson has presented previously (1961).

He pointed out in this. connexion

some economic aspects of forecasting :
The economic gain of reducing the RMS error of 24 hour forecasts to half of the
RMS error of climatological forecasts is just about the cost of establishing,
and

operating the

meteorological

observing

system.

maintaining

The gain of a further reduction to

half the RMS error of 24 hour persistence forecasts is about the cost of establishing, maintaining and operating a numerical forecasting service.
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Conclusions
As always, one has to be very careful in drawing conclusions from statistical
quantities when jUdging the quality of different forecasting methods.

However, Borne general

statements based on both statistical results and visual inspections of forecast charts can
be made

(a)

The quality of numerical upper-air forecasts exceeds significantly that of conventional forecasts.

(b)

The quality of numerical forecasts for the surface at present can only be said to
be comparable to conventional forecasts.

However, there has been a marked increase

in the quality of surface numerical forecasts during the last years.
the quality of the subjective forecast for the surface has been

In many cases,

impr~ved

as a result

of the forecaster's access to numerical upper-air forecasts.
(c)

The baroclinic numerical forecasts which are in routine operation are often superior
to barotropic forecasts for relatively short forecast periods (1
longer forecast periods (2 -

4

days) the barotropic

N

.2 days);

is still superior.

for

However,

a number of experiments with recently developed baroclinic models, which are not
yet in routine operation, indicate that these models are less affected by the present types of error sources.

6.

THE ELECTRONIC COMPUTER

The first electronic computers which were sufficieptly fast and had
capacity to be used for numerical experiments appeared in the late forties.
rapid development has occurred in the field of electronics.

thousand

words.

storage

Since then a

The first electronic computers

had an addition time of the order of magnitude of milliseconds;
The size of the

eno~gh

today it is microseconds.

high-speed memory has increased from a few hundred words* to hundreds of
There has also been a marked increase in the reliability of the computers.

Up to now, it has been possible for the meteorologist to make use of-the advances
in this field.
meteorology.

At present, the computer still sets the limit for designing experiments in
It is also very likely that this will be the case for a long time to come.

However, it must be emphasized that a relatively slow computer with a comparatively small
storage capacity can be

a very useful tool in

the development of methods

for numerical

forecasting.

* The size of a word varies from computer to computer. It is usually in the range 20 to 48
binary digits (corresponding approximately to 6 to 14 decimal digits).
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Regarding the choice of which electronic computer is suitable for numerical weather
forecasting, it is possible only to express some very general points of view.

As can be seen

from Table 2, there are several electronic computers Which are,use4 fo.r routine :fpreca13-ting.

Most of these are sufficiently fast and have enuugh storage capacity for relatively advanced

routine forecasting systems.

The data extraction alone requires a fairly large external

memory (magnetic tapes, discs or drums).
units should be four at least.

It is an advantage

speeds up the computations considerably.
words.

If magnetic tapes are used, the number of tape
if the fast memory is large, since it

The size should preferably be greater than 16,000

With a computer of this size the analysis and forecast computations for several

layers can be performed for a relatively large region.

For the forecast it is preferable to

have a large high-speed memory (magnetic cores) in order to avoid time-consuming magnetic
tape operations.

Regarding the speed, the addition time should preferably not be much more

than 10 microseconds.
For comparison, some data can be mentioned for a large computer, the CDC 3800 System, on order by the German Weather Service :
Core storage: Minimum
Maximum
Storage word

32,768 (2
262,144 (2

15
18

) words
) words

51 bits (48 bits of data, 3 parity bits)

Memory cycle time

.8 u sec

Fixed point addition/SUbtraction

.88 I' sec

Fixed point multiplication
Fixed point diVision

11.7 I' sec

Floating point addition/SUbtraction

3·0 I' sec

Floating point multiplication

5.5 I' Sec

Shifting

7·

5.25 I' sec

.75 I' sec.

METHODS OF PRESENJ'ING THE RESULTS OF TRE COMPGTATIONS

With the increasing capacity of computers, it has beoome necessary to speed up
methods of presenting results of the computations.

Several methods are in use.

Here we

shall mention two of the most efficient.
(1)

The results are stored on a magnetic tape, which is then used with

off~line

equip-

ment which presents the analysis and forecast charts in graphical form with the aid
of a curve follower. The writing pen can be programmed to draw solid or dashed 1sopleths. The curve follower used in the National Meteorological Center
quires about

4

(U.S.A.) re-

minutes to draw the contours and isotherms and label the centres for

a hemispheric chart on the 1:30 million stereographic projection

(cf. Appendix 4a).
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A high-speed line printer (approximately 1000 lines/min), which is very common
output equipment,also can be used to present the results in graphical form by
filling every second interval between two isopleths with digits.

An example of

this method is shown in Appendix 4b.
This method can be improved so that a better resolution is obtained by replacing

e.g.

six

of the less common characters by dots with different relative positions.

This

implies, of course, that the speed of the print-out decreases, since for each line feed

three printings have to be performed.

The advantage is that an almost continuous dotted

curve can be printed.

8.

FUTUHE PROSPECTS
Progress in numerical weather prediction has closely paralleled advances in elec-

tronic computer technology.

This has been true not only in the application of the science;

new opportunities for application act as a stimulus upon basic research.
In attempting to predict the future of NWP, therefore, one should perhaps first
consider what computers will be available.

Already a computer is on the market which is

about ten times as powerful as the largest apdfastest used today in NWP.
presently in the design stage, are computers
intylligent guess would place the latter

even

comp~ter

In prospect,

an order of magnitude more powerful. An
on the market before 1970.

Although there

will be a lag between the first appearance of such computers on the market and their use in
operational NWF, it is
with~n

to expect that they will be available for operational NWP

two years after their first appearance.

to'~~~t
lut~~y

reasortab~e

It is good policy for NWP oper.ational centres

for a new computer to prove itself before changing over.

The NWP operation is abso-

dependent on the computer, and the NWP product is highly perishable, having a decay

curve similar to that of conventional forecasts.
More and more powerful computers will continue to stimulate research, development
and applications.

The certain effect of this will make it possible to design more realistic

prediction models.
Numerical experiments carried out recently show that baroclinic forecasting techniques are capable of predicting frontogenesls and frontal circulations.
Efforts to improve the models by including various physical effects, such as the
"influence of mountains, friction, sensible and latent heat sources together with energy sinks,
will continue of course.

Inclusion of these effects will make it possible to extend

period of forecast into· the weekly range.
the expectations may not be so bright.

the

For longer_range forecasting (weeks and months),

Non-linear truncation error probably will continue

to be one of the major obstacles to extending the period of the forecast, but the present
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state of the art should accommodate seven-day forecasts
Already in a weekly

forecast~

a

the effect of snow cover on radiation is important.

Beyond a week, the snow cover itself should be predicted.
the difficulties which lie ahead.

This is another indication of

Other problems are radiative effects of cloud cover and

its prediction, and the prediction of sea surface

ano~alles.

In view of the cited difficulties,it is expected that future numerical procedures

will increasingly require

higher

vertical and horizontal resolution.

For example, fora

reasonably exact description of the mechanism of heat and moisture flux from the underlying
boundary, a history of the boundary layer is necessary.

More than one layer at the earth1s

surface should be included because of its inner detail.

It may be possible to perform rather

detailed numerical forecasts for pomparatively small regions by making use of boundary conditions obtained from a more general numerical forecast for global or hemispheric regions.
This will justify the installation of computers also at centres of the national services.
In the face of

past~

present and expected progress in the theory and application

of NWP, the observational .system has been a laggard.
area has

been

The only significant progress in this

the advent of the earth satellite platform and

its instrumentation.

-Analysis

of radiation emanating from a distant medium is intrinsically a poor substitute for sensors
within the medium itself, even though a most valuable adjunct.
Fairly recently, the method of obtaining upper-air observations of pressure and
temperature has been

radical~y

improved Py the construction of horizontally (on constant

density surfaces) moving balloons.

With each of these balloons, which are tracked and inter-

rogated by satellites, it is possible to get continuous observations for a period of
two to six months.

~bout

This method to supp;:Lement the conventional vertical observations appears

rather promising.
If

m~i~um

benefit is obtained from the observations it is also necessary to im-

prove radically the telecommunication system.
In future, the existing telecommunication centres should use computers to extract
raw data Within their area of responsibility and exchange processed data in
non-direct, readable code to save

tran~mission

a more compact,

time and reduce double work.

NWP will feel ever more strongly the limitation of the observational network, unless
a radical increase in density of observations is forthcoming.

The old excuse that inaccu-

racies inherent in forecasting methods mask any benefits from increased observations is no
longer tenable.

The single most glaring deficiency of the observational system is the lack

of observations over oceans and sparsely populated areas. This problem is of such magnitude
that it deserves the best efforts of meteorologists and the governments they serve.
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Numerical weather map analysis methods

(a)

~~~~~~~!_~et~~'!:
In each grldpoint a quadric surface

7-=
5

Z CA.·,xy

J k

-~

Jtl(.

is fitted by the method of least squares to the data

within the vicinity of each gridpolnt..

the process being repeated point by point over the grid.
The expression which 1s minimized to determine the best flttlngsurface 1s

m

I

n

t~L[p(Ls-Zo)2-}.
+-1 2~ [p (,\-\'{}]. +0
lO(Zf '-'6J}.
1_.1
1=1L-+
t

where

P'9-

1-1

I

I

are weighting functions which decrease with increasing distance between obser-

vation and gridpoint

:2 S ' ~ are the height
~

0'

tof
T2

and geostrophic wind given by

the quadric

~ are the observed values of height and wind
(;

1s the forecast height at gridpoint
1s a parameter chosen to give a suitable weight to the wind observations

relative to the heights.
The quadric of best fit is found by solving the six linear equations

J)E =0

J+k < 2-

QQ.J} k,
This method is proposed by Bushby and Huckle (1957).

It is used for experiments in opera-

tional numerical weather prediction described by Knighting ~.~ (1961) and (1962) •

modifications to this method have been proposed by Corby (1961) as a means

of

Certain

achieving

better analyses in regions of deep depressions.
(b)

Correction method
This 1s a method of applying corrections toa first-guess field, which consists of

a weighted mean of a forecast field (based on a previous chart and. valid at the time of
observation) and the climatological normal for the month.

The weighting 1s varied geogra-

phically on the basis of statistics expressing the reliability of these

two

fields

as
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approximations to the analysis.

1

This preliminary field is then modified with the .aid of

the observed heights and winds.
In each gridpoint, the following estimates of the height are made for each station
within a specified range.

For stations reporting heights only

For stations reporting height and wind an additional term

~ is computed •

.6.y + (LYl.. y\
d

.

6'1

For stations reporting wind only the computed height is

·16

to p~

where

Z

= 'Z
"

)L\c x\ ..6.x ).6.2: y\ . .6.'-1
9 .
cl
cJ.
J

is the preliminary height at the gridpoint

06 the observed height

Z. pS the preliminary height at the station,

(6

'Z.x) 0

'

(6 L

y) 0

are computed. from the observed wind by means of the geostrophic

wind formula and represent

the height differences over the mesh width

d..

The

height in each gridpoint is then computed according to the formula

~t

)jL!N

are the weights for the

forecast and the climatological fields, respectively.

;CL1jf~~ylA21~~ are weighting functions which are determined on the basis of statistics
and

whic~of

course, give greater weight to values derived from observed values close to

the gridpoint than to those more distant.
30me 0f the stations may be
tions which are correlated.

ve~y

close to each other and therefore give contribu-

The weight of the contribution from a station is, therefore,

reduced with the aid of the functionf(~), which is dependent on the density of the station
network around the particular station.
The analysis has to be performed in two steps (at least).
stations reporting wind only are left out.

,

wind observations with a height 2
account.

S.

The analysis obtained in this way supplies the

In the second soan, these observations are taken into

This method contains' some minor

and DBBs (1955).

In the first scan, the

mod·~fications

of the met1'l.od proposed by Bergthorsson

APPENDIX 1
Cressman (1959) has suggested another version of this method which is used in
routine operations at the National Meteorological
e~dh

tions to 'the preliminary height at

Center in Washington.

Composite correc-

gridpoint are built up from the surrounding

observa-

tions, one component of the correctiOH being based on the discrepancy between observed height
and guessed height at the observation posltion, and the other on extrapolation from the observed heights using the corresponding observed winds.
A simple weighting function 1s applied to these corrections.

o

is the distance between the gridpoint and the observations.

repeated four times.

For each scan over the grid, the distance N

J

·to zero, is reduced (~ ~ 4.75, 3.60, 2.20 and 1.80 grid lengths).

The process is

at which the weight drops
A detailed report on the

use of this method in routine operation has been presented by McDonald (1962).

The method of optimal interpolation J developed in the U.S.S.R. for operational
numerical analysis J is used for interpolation of deviations of meteorological elements from
their normal.

-The optimal interpolation method is based on the assumption that the mean

square deviation of analysed values from the climatological should be a -minimum in some
sense, and still agree with observations.
The value at the gridpoint is computed from the linear form

:fo - f

o

where

1-.:.

h.

~

2

L'" (

D(f,-i:,)

qi

is the value of the meteorological element

this element's norm (i.e. its climatological value);
The

fi

f

observed at the station

JDi

is the weight.

are found from the 'condition that

E. ~

"
?fJhf;-)'1. ~ min
(,.>={

Using the conventional method to determine the weight J we can write
equations

i.

the system of linear

is
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Here

O::;;rz« I

persion of the element

f

1

is the ratio of the mean square error of measurement to the dis-

(e.g., for the pressure field

1L

nitude of the autocorrelation functions for the distance
index

"a"

refers to the, value at the gridpoint;

is· omitted.

In routine work tt

ranges

is 0.02 - O.05);!(ii1S the mag-

iii

the touch

by

between the stations ~

Z

andj;

denotes the point where

from 6 to 8.

The method of optimal interpolation is based on statistics, which makes it possible
to estimate the accuracy of the analysis.

Moreover; forecasts may be used as a first guess

rather than climatological data, in order to make the analysis more precise.

The supplementary information needed for the method of optimal interpolation (namely
the autocorrelation function) does not require complicated calculations compared to other
methods.

But here actual physical and statistical relations are used, and therefore the

method is more reliable.
It should be noted
N. Wiener some years ago.

that the idea of optimal interpolation was formulated by

A. Eliassen

h~s

tried to use this idea for meteorological purposes.

The theoretical basis and various applications for the experimental and routine work

were

worked out in the U.S.S.R. by Gandin (1963) and others.

(d)

The iterative method
This scheme, which is used in Norway, has been described by Haug (1959) ..
Consider a grldpoint and its closest observation.

point is then,provided the observed height is

The height value at the grid-

~orrect,

S

~ = La + \

\Ie.'

el2..

So

s denotes the integration path between the two points.
contains both observed- height and wind.

Assume that the observation

The height at the gridpoint may then be approximated

by

The notations are the same as in the description of the correction method (section

(b) above).
If the- observation only contains observed height, the height in the gridpoint may
be approximated by
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In this way. it is possible to obtain

a

fi~st app~oximation

to the height

fo~

all

gridpoints.
The next approximation to the height at a gridpoint is now obtained by making use
of the gradients which may be computed from the first approximation to the height at the surrounding gridpoints.
Theabbve formulae may then be replaced by

2(2.~Z +1f(/~x2\ DX+.(fi·;/l-)o 6yl+
-

0

2L

2.c\.

«)

2c\.

(1))

.1 [(!~X iE )covn p 6X'P:::nj"Z.. COVl1p
+- 2
2.. c\"
2 c\.

J

(2.) ==

z
Z

\.1).

and

(1)
(

Zo [
~2)

Z .

6.yJ

(1)

6 x2. . )co\'nF !::.X + (6'1 2. cOV\'\P
2c\.
2.C\.

denote the first and second approximations

to the height at a

gridpoint.

EY

iterating this

procedure~

the computed heights at the gridpoints will converge

towards a solution, provided a certain criterion for numerical stability is not violated.
Upon completion of the interpolation, the resulting height field contains srnallscale phenomena due to observational errors, and a smoothing procedure is necessary in order
to remove these.
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2

The barotropic model
The barotropic model which

is widely used at

special case of Phillips' (1951) two-lay~r model.

present can be- conpidered as a

EY disregarding the motion.in the upper

layer and assuming that the motion in the lower fluid is parallel to the contours of the
interface, Cressman (1958) derived the following forecast equation

(\l- q!) ~t
where

f

is the stream function

: }(r1/Y)

(0/ := l~~ \l 'f), V and ? the

city of the lower flui<:l respectively.

'\7

velocity an<:l absolute vorti-

an<:l ~ are the Laplacian an<:l Jacobian operators.

I

C1 ::: --_":-_-J--

~ (j

/)

_.._----'-:..._ upper Io.yer density ~

I

-------------------isoba.ric sur{ace.
z.
lower layer density ~

It

is the height of the interface (tropopause) and

1:

the height of an isobaric

surface (500 mb) in the lower layer.

0..'7./ r

In using this equation as the forecast equation, the factor

usually replaced by a constant

The stream function

'f

9.'

The forecast equation then reads

is obtained from the balance equation

~\7

2

z

is
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2

In finite difference form, the forecast equation reads :

(~ \}7 2- 7'i) .6 r =
(rrl)"_N~=q
yy\.

is the map factor, and

cL

E. .6-1:.
Lj

J(2
f W f +f , \JJ)
I

2
the mesh width, wand

JI

the finite

dtfference

Laplacian and Jacobian operators.
The time integration is performed according to

[=05
fo~ T"" 0 i
1

E=1

50>" T =

£=2

fo'" T

'fit =~"

1j 'Y 1

>1;

+ 6,"

If-!

~ ",,0 +.6 h y

~ ,+1=

tr1'-1 +

trIf

tf2SZ5:----?2S:

o

~

1

2

3

0-1

T

r+1

.. TIME.
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Baroclinic models
Presented here is a selection of the different baroclinic models found in routine
operation at present.

Routine barocllnic forecasts in the Japan Meteorological Agency are carried out
with use of the so-called quasi-geostrophic multilayer model into which non-adiabatic
effects and surface friction are incorporated.
200

-------------

300
400

-------------

500
600

-------------------------

900

lOOO

f)
(U~

'f5

} hf,
a } hB

Q

lD

Q,H

'f0

-------------

} hit

Wf>

'f>

700
800

(°0

a

WIO '"

Main assumptions are :
(1)

Quasi-geostrophic approximation.

(2)

The atmosphere is always saturated under the 500 rob level where upward currents
exist, and releases the latent heat in proportion to the upward velocity.

(3)

There is a heat transfer through the ocean surface according to the temperature
difference between the ocean and the atmosphere.

(4)

The surface friction is expressed as follows in the vorticity equation at the lowest
level :

.

~

7

oW

(~*- )9=- (V'V0)9+ H0;[-')9 + rt
~la"'r~9'

and

p-

and

vLI

are constants.

I

~

10

The surface friction is only

incorporated into the computation of the vertical velocity at the 800 rob level.
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Prognostic equations

The vorticity equation is employed for the 500 mb level

q.

where

is a constant.

For the forecasts at levels other than the 500 mb level, the equations of thickness
tendency are used

?Jh.~= _ 'o/"\7h.
?:d.

+
It

Ae.

J

Si (;.)4

~G,:=-o/'\7h + Af'_ S(, LU6
at
b
~

~(, =--IY.Vh.,+~eSbWh-Ts;W"+1sZW.. 1}

where

S-t

and

u.:>i..

<O

stand for the stability coefficient and. the vertical p-velocity at

the level of 1 x 100 mb,
acceleration and

'-0b

V

Is the vector of horizontal geostrophic wind,

.6.f = 200 mb respectively.
de
s-=- -ex --

Of

e

...
R
-s(;)-=elf'

I

f

<SQ

at

5

5 *'

and

g is the gravity

are defined as follows:

I)(

specific volume

6

potential temperature

CI'

R

specific heat of constant
pressure
gas constant

is the release of latent heat due to the condensation per unit time and unit

where
mass.

On the other hand,
ocean, i.e.,

~

denotes the effect of transport of sensible heat from the
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where

'1";0

and

~

stand for the atmospheric temperature at the earth's surface

the surface temperature of the ocean respectively;

and

~o is the wind·velocity at the sea

Burface and is constant.

V IO

is approximated to be

"<0 c= O· 1
where

~

. ~

is the geostrophic wind at the 900 mb sUrface.
The temperature of sea surface

l-;:

is asswned as constant with time.

The monthly

mean values of~ over the Pacific area and ~lso the Sea of Japan are used.

Quantities with bars are mean values over the computation area.

o

A new computation scheme is adopted for the rinite difference form- of the Jacobians
3

lP

to get higher accuracy without losing the computational stability.

used is as follows :

J=2,~ -~

1

= 1- (
1"3

JH+ c7-+v

X

+ ,,2

x

",)

J

)'2=~ (Jt\llx++]+X)
J++~ Lj1d2

(

CSt - 63)( ~ - ~)- ( 6?-- S,J('~ - ~)J

JX+- LrlclJ6i~-~)-~/I/f~) +~Jf3 -erJ -jlf'l-'ftJ]
J>(x=~ cl~,[(~5 -;7)(~- f[3) - (:S6 -~sl('Ps- fJl

The scheme
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9

12

11
Remarks forn the very near future, the computational scheme mentioned above will be changed
into a new scheme of solving the equation of oonservation of the potential vorticity.

In

this computation, the physical explanation for the problem of the westward propagation of
the ultra-long waves may be better understood.

The governing equations of the baroclinic two-level model are

(1)

=0

where

V

are the non-divergent velocity and. vorticity at 500 rob, and
The stream function is determined initially from

2.

(2)

'-I'5"
.l.

'+ :. )(f '

/(

2

sec •

(3)
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ZT

is the 700-300

the thermal vortic i ty.

'01"\

rob thickness,

The advection veloa i ty

0/'"

=

3

*

'\:(

\k X

\7

S'

!:J T )

the corresponding thermal wind and
is given by

't' "*

( s-f)
Moreover,

a.. ..

2900 rn2 sec -2

C = 0.27.

arid

(4)

Equation (2) is derived from the

thermodynamic energy equation by eliminating the vertical velocity by means of the vorticity
equation and introducing certain approximationp.
The time integrations of these equations are performed in a quasi-Lagrangian
rashion.

-l-=.\:. Vi _ '\

ThusjI for instance, time integration of (1) for a particle, at 500 mb from
gives

(5)

This is done for a family of particles which at the final time
positions forming a square grid.

(\YT''V ~T)i.

as well as

t n + '\ - t
+ ~ 5- (-\. If5) l Y1 +1

'-V 5

t

ponding values of

'fJ

are

(f

+

J

5 -

9- 't'5) \:
\'\-1

Y1-1

deterrn~ned

at

,\'

stationary during the interval
(

occupy

The trajectories are determined by interpolation.

trajectories are determined from the field of

the quantity

Y\+~

By following their trajectories backwards, the positions

of these particles are foUnd at the time \:. \, -1 ' and ·Lheir values of

are determined by interpolation.

l

t..:it

EqU~ti~n

,

The

assuming this field to be

(5) thus gives the values of

Y1;n a square grid of points, and the corres-

by solving the Helmholtz equation by relaxation.

5
The same technique is used to integrate (2), which gives the values of
at the gridpoints,

determination

of

These values are calculated before

(WT'V,~,\

'f ~_
~

J

(lr)t

n+1

as they are needed for the

in (5).

\,\+1

The same method of integration is also used for the barotropic model;
to equation (5) with the right-hand side set equal to zero.

this leads
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The following boundary conditions are used:

(i)

-l

When a particle, used in the time integration,. at the initial time
a position outside the integration area, its value of

y\ _,

occupies

(t -t~!f ~\fs-\
-

1s set equal to the boundary value of the same quantity ..
using instead the boundary values of

(f - ~ IfIs )

(The possibl1ity of

'" -~

1.e. assuming the relative

J

vorticity of the air entering the region to be zero, is now being studied.)
A corresponding condition is used for integration of (2).

(ii)

The Helmholtz equations are solved, assuming
at the boundary.

'fJs

and

Having obtained the forecast values of

values of the 500 mb height

Z5

ZT

to remain stationary

1fJS'

corresponding

are obtained from (3).

Forecasts for other levels are made by making forecasts for the appropriate thickness relative to 500 mb..

These thicknesses are assumed to satisfy (2), with a value of the

2

2

which depends on the level used. Thus, Q = 1800 m Isec for the 1000-500 mb
2
2
2
2
thickness, 2600 m Isec for 700-500 mb and 3200 m Isec for 500-300 mh.
oonstant

Q.

The integration is performed for an octagonal area covering North Africa, Europe,
U.S.S.R., U.S.A. and Canada, North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific.

A square grid on a

stereographlc projection is used, containing 340 grldpoints spaced at 600 kilometres, approximately.

The time step

(t-n-" - t ,,-\)\

is 12 hours, and the forecasts are made for

24 and 48 hcurs.

The data required to commence the computations are the gridpoint values of the
1000, 500 and 200 mb contour heights, the topographical detail and the current mean monthly
oceanic sea surface temperatures.
(600 mb),

h'o

and

h.~

If

h"""- denotes

the 1000-600 mb and the 600-200 mb thicknesses, then the differential

equatIons of the model are expressed in terms of

derived from

h roiV\

the co.ntour height at the mid-level

h.~

h.i

and a stream function

through the lfbalance equation" as follows:

22l'f -=t 2 (dh; _dh~) .1-l,( J~" 2h'\+
-t 4f \J \.."ol
dt. + tSf 0 h~, f V '1J

V dl

\.V
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(2)

(3)

Qo

-t Ao.+

Bb +~wo

(4)

dh~
2.l(1I1 hi) _
Cll +/3 6 \T, 1 - Co.+Db +1= W o
In these equations

j3iS the map magnification factor,

(5 )

Cl-

and

b

are measUres

of the vertical velocity in the lower and upper layers and the other symbols have their usual
meteorological significance~ ,Do

A

J

B

J

C

J

D E
1

and

F

'

F>1

corresponding to 1000 and 200 rob respectiveiy.

are absolute' constants and

'W o

is the forced vertical velo-

city due to friction and topographical effects.

The three-level model is a non-geostrophic vorticity equation mode" carrying
the rotational and irrotatlonal components of the wind.
are included.

Surface friction and mountain effects

Initial data and output information are at 850, 500 and 200 mb.

motions at 650 and 350 mb are produced.

bo~h

Vertical
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The model uses the wind approximation

V

=

kX'\ft'+Vx

where ~ is the stream flUlction obtained from the balance equation and.

potential.

X

A diagnostic equation for vertical velocity 1s solved :

2

V

lCi

+-1 d(f+~)

+

'Op

s

1p [W· v(1+1)J-v~('W'.'\I ~~ )}
where

is the velocity

P is pressure,

tive vorticity,

f

U)

is the vertical velocity measure

is the Cor1olls parameter,

horizontally constant), and

f

S

k-

l

is the rela-

is the static stability (assumed to be

is the geopotential.

For solution of the diagnostic equa-

tion only, the second term of the wind approximation is neglected.

For the lower boundary condition, an extrapolation (or interpolation) is made to
the level of the ground from the stream functions

at 850 and 500 mh.

The stream function

obtained in this manner is used for calculations of mountain and surface friction effects
to obtain a value of uJ

at the lower boundary.

Then from the equation of continuity the

velocity potential is obtained, i.e.,

Following this, the prognosis is obtained from the vorticity

~quation"

A time extrapolation is made to obtain new values of the stream function and
balance equation is employed to obtain new values of the geopotential.

~he

Following this" the

process is repeated, beginning with another solution of the diagnostic equation.
It turned out in practice that the baroclinic mechanism of the model is not sufficient to completely stabilize the planetary waves.

A Helmholtz term was later added with a

coefficient about equal to that der~ved for a nomogeneous atmosphere, which is about 1/4
that necessary for the barotropic model.

The governing equations of the operational three-level geostrophic model are the
vorticity

and

thermodynamic

equations,

which

are

treated in

the

quasi-geostrophic
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The solution of such equations with respect to

approximation.
form :

is taken in the following

(jl:

~~= ~~~ (An-G{L+ATG"[) r c\r c\'f elp
o

where

dH

H

is the height of the iSQbaric surface

p = canst., AQ
&...n..

tion of the vorticity Jillc:l of the temperature respectively;
ponding Green fun¢iiions.

H

values of

An..

The

(1)

p 0

in the gridpoint

and

wi th

AT

and
and

~
G,.

are the advecare the corres-

are computed by finite differences from the

mesh size of

.

'flrstderivatives are calculated over the areA of

h

='

I

(2n)

300 kIil.
2

(~~~o B\ ~~:;-H~HH5~J +2(H

In these computations the

by the formula:

H2)1

(2)

(~~jo= 6h{(H;H}(H4+l}2(H7-H5~

(3)

=

.'\iH

1-

is calculated cVer the area of

(4

h )2.

In the evaluation of (1) for each gridpoint the three-dimensional

integral

is

reduced to the sum of products taken over the volume, which contains 7 x 7 x 3 surrounding
gridpoints.

When using this Iflocal" solution of the elliptic equation,special care should

be taken to reduce
such

CT

,errors

caused by the use of a restricted domain

of integration. Namely,

functions used should vaniSh at the lateral boundaries of the integration domain.

In doing so it is

necessa~y

to calculate an additional integral from the values of

the boundaries of the domain.

oH

dt.

at

The latter is calculated asa correction to the second

approximation.
The time step
analysed values cf
are prepared fcr

~t

H850 ,

is equal to

1-l 500

l~

and

hours with non-centred differences.

1-1300

are used as initial data.

Objectively

The fcrecasts

850, 700, 500, 400 and 300 mb for 12, 18, 24, )6, 48 and 72 hours in advance.

Asa by-product the diagnostic and 'prognostic values of the geostrophic vorticity and of the
veptibai 'velocity are calculated.

The latter are calculated for 850, 700 and 500 mb.

are two computer programmes bf thismbdel.
26 x 22 points, equally spaced 300 km apart.
used with

h

There

In one of them a grid is used consisting of
In thesecond

300 kID at 60° cf latitude.

The model was put into operational use ~l962.

j

a grid of 37 x 27 points is
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Finally we shall present a baroclinic model using the basic equations in

their

primitive form.

(f)

~~:_~:~~:~_~::!~:~_~:~~~:"_~~~:~~:~~
The flnitedifference operators

-y
1
cz.
=

(

-2.'

I

0yol... ""

""-..

1

r\-;z:

0(

"

I+~

.J-

eX..1-2:1

)

-eX. 1
~-?j
.-,

;U

-d

ol.

1 (

=- 2. eX k+ 1 + oI. ,_, \)
k

are introduced for a convenient formulation of the model equations in the

- ~f(OX\I)2 + (V JY?} dJvn2)-tfv- ~x[c\lijf-

c5

-system :

~G(d 1) d x1\1

(St V "" -JUTdxV\v"'Yd yV\-S\!Sd \/yG_ ALhvj -
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~Z;\57,) [c:lJiT\J) +cL/Ti"V)\
,

•

I

I

-cl,,( lTYU) - cl y ( nXV)J
(d +6d)\(- (0 -66t'
260·\<

P"* =

surface pressure

d ::: ~

P

vertical co ....ordinate

==

7(-

n "'" 1050mb

/', =I:::, X = /'::, y

~ 381

km

~ horizontal me~h Wi<i-yh of the grid

K

=

0.286

m

=:

scale factor of the stereographlc projection

(t..k V)! horizontal co~ponents ~f the actual wind vedt~r
1
.
-1
.
J
:::...!.
A..
V
'= - V
: horizontal components of the
l In ' - . I
I

vy\

vector

~ _ -'- clQ
-.....,1

e

-

'tYl

d~t

vertical wind

veloc~ty
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d

_system

potential temperature

¢

geopotentlal

f

Cariolls parameter

R

gas constant

A

constant horizontal diffusion coeffiQlent

&~ finite difference

opera~or$

(n)
8
&. 0( =- -_.
)J.2
This model is· not yet in routine

defined by

·((I'l)x \
0(

(11-1))

,1 - 01....

operatlo~.

.
reduded image wind

APPENDIX 11-

Examples of presentations of machine-made forecasts

Figure 11-.8:
A hemispheric upper-air chart drawn by the curve follower at the National Meteorological Center, U.S. Weather Bureau. The solid lines represent the contour
heights and the dashed lines the isotherms.
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Exampl~s

of

pr~s~ntations

of

machine-mad~

forecasts

L.:.:.

:l

...:..J .l

Figure 4.b
A hemiSpheric upper-air contour-chart wdrawn w with the aid of a lin~ print~r.
The interval betwe~n 5000 and 5040 m is filled with digits 0, the int~rval
between 5080 and 5120 with digits 1, etc.
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Example of a finite difference grid
(used in Sweden)
----=:;::::::>'f:::::.. =
.. +=."'..=-.......;..,..-

,

• • • •

• •

• • • .

~

;o~

.. .fj-~

-,

• • • • • ..

_____
-._-~'-

Figtll:'e 5
Stereographic projection on a plane cutting the earth's surface at the latitude 60o N.
The mesh-width is 300 km at 600 N (1 cm on a chart with the scale 1:30,000,000).
The octagonal forecasting area indicated on the grid contains 2820 gridpoints.
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Republic of

Weather Bureau, Private Bag
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Royal Swedish A1J1 Force, MVe, stockholm 80.

97~

Pretoria.

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute,
P.O. Box 12 108, Stockholm 12.
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U.K.
U.S.A.

The Director-General, Meteorological Office,
London Road, ~acknell, Berkshire.
United states Weather Bureau, National Meteorological
24th and MStreets, N.W., Washington 25, D.C.

.Ce~ter,

U.S.S.R.

•

Hydrometeorological Service, Oulltca Pavlika
Morozova 12, Moscow .
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APPENDIX 8
Summary of discussion

following the

presentation by Dr. Dtlos

o"f his paper liThe application of ntDIlerlcal methods for routine
weather

prediction

and

prospects

for

the

sixteenth session of the Executive

future It

at the

Commlttee~

Mr. Dtltls began his lecture by stressing that the most important feature of numerical weather prediction was not the use of numerical methods but the aim to make a more systematic use of scientific methods by solving the equations that represent the basic physical
laws governing the motion ')f the atmosphere. Because there was no general method of solving
these equations analyticall~", it had been necessary to resort to numerical -methods. He then
reviewed briefly the history of numerical weather prediction and the rather slow development
leading to the first successful experiment only 15 years ago.
The reasons were the sparseness of the upper-air network.. a lack of knowledge of the equations.. the absence of sufficiently fast computers and s until the work of Rossby, insufficient courage to simplify the
equations. Since the la.te 1940 f s the development had been rapid and the good results obtained with the simple barotropic model had ~lven rise to great expectations for an improvement in forecasting. In this madel.. however .. the atmosphere. was represented by just one
single layer and it was impossible.. for instance .. to convert potential energy to kinetic
energy; no development could be described within the framework of the barotropic model and
it thus made no attempt to cope with the central problem of weather prediction.. the problem
of cyclogenesls.
The next step had been the use of multi-layered baroclinic models, with varying
degrees of success. These models described the displacement of large-scale disturbances
fairly well but the greatest difficulty to overcome was to simulate the real control mechanism of the disturbances. Considerable progress had been made in .recent years an,d he felt
justified in being optimistic. The advances made had led to a strong interest in the introduction of these methods into routine forecasting and although the first such forecast had
been made only ten years ago there were now 20 countries active in this field, and in ten
of them routine- numerical forecasts were made on a daily basis • The tendency now was to
automate the whole process from the reception of the data to the forecasts. Fairly advanced
systems existed already in a few cOWltries. He- mentioned also various other applications of
the computers using the same data.
Mr. Dot5s then turned to the present situation regarding the quality of the numerical forecasts and the stage they had reached in replacing subjective forecasts. For largescale motions of the atmosphere the numerical forecast was now significantly better than
other methods. Even at the surface.. recent investigations had shown that the results obtained by numerical methods were slightly better as regards the pressure pattern. As regards
the actual weather,. he did not think it would be- possible to replace the forecaster for a long
time to come. What could be done was to provide him with better material that would help to
improve the actual forecast. To improve the value of forecasts he thought 1t was necessary
to consider the various types of errors and try to reduce them. The mathematical methods
were not in close agreement with the actual atmosphere and there were also computational
errors; there was a very real need for more observations. The value of' forecasts could
also -be improved by issuing them earlier and this could be done either by using faster computers or by getting the observations more quickly.
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Referring to the time of receipt of observations, Mr. DBtls presented slides showing
delays experienced and the duplication of reports. Some were received more than nine

hours after the time of observation and a large number of soundings made were not used because

the telecommunications system was so slow. He considered that a radical change in the system
Ee was aware that an improvement was scheduled to take place in Europe later
in 1964. In addition to the need for more stations he stressed that it should be possible
to make full use of the stations already existing and i;his was the most important requirement.
The working group had discussed this problem and suggested as one possibility that there
should be electronic computers at the hemispheric centres and that these centres -be linked
by high-capacity lines. There was a need for efficient codes for computers and the group
also proposed that interested countries should be linked to the hemispheric centres by highcapacity lines. Such a solutions although difficult s was now technically feasible and could
reduce the time required for reception of observations considerably, probably down to three
hours. This would enable full use to be made of eXisting stations and also the issue of
earlier forecasts; in this connexion he drew attention to the economic value of earlier
forecasts.
was required.

He concluded his lecture with some words on what could reasonably be expected in
the future. He was optimistic that further experiments with more realistic models would enable the forecast period for large-scale motions to be extended to five to six days. He did
not consider it likely that actual forecasts could be completely automated in the near future
although he thought that considerable improvement could be realized with the use of more
systematic numerical methods. As regards long-range forecasts of large-scale motions for
two, three or four weeks, he was less optimistic. Finally he quoted a Danish clown philosopher who had said s lilt is difficult to prophesy, especially about the future."
The President thanked Mr. Di:5iJs on behalf of the Committee for his lecture. and asked
him to convey these thanks to his collaborators for the valuable work performed.
He censidered that numerical techniques constituted a revolutionary development in meteorology and
represented a big step forward; even more important were the potentialities for further
developments. The development of new and more efficient computers must be made by people
outside" the meteorological field; our task was to use the techniques and~ as had been shown
by Mr. D~Bs, arrange for a speedier and more rational exchange of data. The President felt
it was remarkable that there were already 1) countries producing routine upper-air prognQstic
charts by numerical methods and that experimental work was in progress in many others. We
could therefore expect a considerable increase in the use of this technique in co~ng years.
Mr. Sadokov said that he did not entirely share the non-optimistic views of Mr.Dtltls
about the forecasting of the surface level pressure. Results so far_ told us that the prospects were good but research was necessary, particularly in the lower layers of the atmo·sphere. These problems were associated with other not strictly-meteorological problems and
he went on to speak of studies made in the U.R.S.R. which had given good results. He hoped
that such studies would make weather forecasts clearer and more reliable. He thought that
the Executive Committee should devote more attention to research into mesometeorological
phenomena and the construction of models for numerical processes. He proposed the holding
of a symposium on numerical prediction of rnesometeorological phenomena.
Numerical prediction was a daily practice in the U.S.S.R. and Mr. Sadokov outlined
briefly the work being carried out in his country in this field. He expressed his pleasure
at hearing the problem discussed by the WMO Executive Committee and believed that all those
active in this work should be encouraged to continue. WMO should, he suggested~ work out
definit~' and concrete measures to enable Meteorological Services to make use of n~erical
weather prediction methods and action of this kind would constitute an excellent development
programme.
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Mr. Van Isacker wished to add to the very instructive lecture of Mr. ~tls a few
points relevant to services which did not have very large computers at their disposal. He
believed that the large tasks in numerical prediction, and especially automatic numerical
prediction with complex models, would inevitably remain in the hands of a few big nations
for a long time to come because of the price of the equipment. It should not, even so, be
believed that much smaller equipment could not be used for research, either for short-range
forecasting or statistical forecasting. However, the great difficulty for numerical forecasting was in the treatment of observations received by teleprinter. Although Mr. Dt5t\s had
shown that there were weaknesses in the telecommunications system, he felt that there was
something even more serious. The codes had not been designed to suit mathematical machines;
they gave precise rules for the coder whilst the decoder had not been given serious consideration. Numerous symbols were ambiguous and made considerable complications in programming
machines.
Mr. Van Isacker continued by saying that he wished to define some criteria which
he believed would serve in drawing up efficient codes for use in electronic machines. He
then mentioned the following points :

(a)

Data of the same kind (for example, standard levels in aerological codes) must be
grouped in one part of the message;

(b)

Each part of

Ce)

Each part cf a message must be preceded by a clear heading indicating its content

a message must be homogeneous both in content and in coding;

(for example : the content shall be composed of groups of five figures and the
heading of a group of less than five letters);
(d)

No alteration to the code can be tolerated; in cases where several possibilities
are admitted, the one(s) chosen must be indicated in the heading;

(e)

The units employed should be internationally standardized.. If this
impossible, the units chosen should be indicated in the heading;

(f)

It must be possible to express the coding rules in simple mathematical formulae,
and any reliance on tables must be avoided;

(g)

Redundant information and indications devoid of data shall be suppressed and replaced by figures for the systematic checking, detection and correction of errors
in transmission..

were~to

prove

Finally he agreed with the views of Mr. msos concerning the equipping of world and
regional centres with electronic computers and thought this would have many advantages.

Mr. Shuman said he wished to make a few comments of interest to the Committee.
Difficulties arose in forecasting by numerical methods the pressure values over large mountain massifs but in the United States the results bad none the less led to a substantial improvement in the conventional forecast. Experiments still in progress in preparing cloud
and precipitation forecasts by numerical methods had been less successful and were of little
use to the forecaster. With regard to the observation and communications systems, Mr. Shuman
stated that the cutting off of data after 5! hours had just been abandoned in favour of a
4-hour cut off for operational forecasts. There was also a later Bl-hour cut off which was
used as a basis for the later analysis of sparse areas. With this system it was expected that
better results would be obtained for areas from which datal were sparse. He also stressed the
need for improving communications so that data now available could be used. There was also
a need to start on improving the networks and this, he thought, was a much more difficult
problem.
Mr .. Bugaev referred to some experiences in the use of NWP methods at the Central
Forecasting Institute in Moscow. Early tests were made in 1940-1945 and operational use had
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been made of numerical weather forecasts since 1959. Three-level models were used (750,
500 and 300 mb or 850, 500 and 200 mb). Evaluation of these methods had indicated a mean
relative error of the order of 0.8 - 0.9 for synoptic forecasts, and 0.6 - 0.7 for NWP forecasts. Synoptic charts were no longer used in routine forecasting and broadcasts by facsimile
carried only NWP charts. Thirty-six-hour and 48-hour forecasts and also 18-hour forecasts
were feasible by these methods. Attempts to solve the problem of sea-level pressure were
made in 1963 with good practical results and a 5-1evel model was being tested at several
centres. He was aware that prediction of the pressure field was not a forecast of weather,
but could be regarded as 80 per cent of it. The practical evaluation of NWP forecasts had
been carried out for some years and there was an increase in the proportion of successful
results. The most important errors had practically disappeared and he was expecting good
results from the development of long-range forecasting up to lO-day periods.
An earlier WMO working group on numerical weather prediction had carried out important work) some results of which had been published in WMO-Technical Note No. 44.
He
considered that the CAe/CSM working group should now study the operational aspects and draw
up a programme of exchange of NWP charts between Meteorological Services. There were two
aspects of this kind of forecasting : (a) on a hemispherical scale) where details were not
included) and (b) for a more limited though wide territory. He felt that facsimile transmission of NWP charts made from world or regional centres would be an important help in implementing the World Weather Watch plan.

Mr. Viaut said that tests were being made in France but that progress was deliberately slow. Difficulty had also been experienced in using the present codes)- especially in
the upper air. ~e explained that after CSM had for about 15 years had at its disposal a
single code for surface observations and a single code for upper-air observations) the stage
had now been reached when several forms of codes were in use and when the Meteorological
Services could select the one which was most suitable for their own purposes. For that reason the Executive Committee should ask the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology to make a
rapid study of the development of a really universal code~ especially for upper-air observations. The working group should precisely determine the information which it was to contain.
As regards delays in telecommunications reported by Mr. DODs in the course of his statement,
he thought that the delay was due in certain areas to- local difficulties in communications.
A number of improvements were necessary but they could only be done gradually. Mr. Viaut
thought that, nevertheless) the use of data for numerical forecasting) even after a period
of four hours, did not constitute a serious problem and that it was necessary first to have
available observations of a very reliable nature and suitably distributed, as they constituted the basis of all the work.
Mr. Feddrov felt that Mr. Doos had given an excellent picture of the possibilities
of improving forecasts. The numerical methods provided the general structure of the forecast, but many elements) such as surface pressure) were difficult to deal with. For NWP
methods to become more precise, there must be more observing stations in unpopulated and
ocean areas. At each new important stage of development the optimum system of observation
should be indicated. This would vary with the development of new methods of numerical forecasting and of the computers used. It was essential also to consider the training of
personnel.
He felt that the Executive Committee should take a decision on this question and
he wished to propose in general terms the following decision
The Executive Committee) noting the discussion of the report by Mr. Dtltls and the
use of NWP methods in many Meteorological Services) and considering that numerical methods
even at the present stage of their development yield successful. results) should urge Meteorological Services to introduce these methods into routine practice. The gecretary-General
should be directed to see that in all aspects of WMO activities due account should -be taken
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of the fact that in the next few years numerical methods would become the principal ~ethods
in use. The Executive Committee should further encourage the establishment of a constant
exchange of experience between WMO Members to promote the effective development and use of
numerical methodq.

Mr. Azcarraga remarked that this subject was not strictly within his province but
that he was in general agreement with Mr. Fedorov's remarks.

The heads of Meteorological

Services present must be glad to have heard Mr. Di:5"6s and the following speakers. NWP methods
would be more generally used in the future and the telecommunications must be improved. The
working group should see what could be done for the countries which have not already introduced NWP. He referred to the training programme advocated by Mr. J. Van Mieghem in his
reports on training and suggested that training in the use of NWP methods should be introduced and also that arrangements should be made for the exchange of information betweencountries and the comparison of the different methods in use.
Sir Graham Sutton was in agreement with much that had already been said concerning
the deficiencies in codes and teleoommunications. In commenting in general on the question~
he expressed the hope that undue attention was not being focused on this one aspect of dynamical meteorology, i.e., the short-term prediction of pressure, motion and temperature fields.
The mathematical prediotion of elements of weather, such as cloudiness, fog andprecipitation had not yet been approached. The information available was not really :sufficient in
quantity or quality. In spite of -such handicaps good results had been achieved, butenormOu8
problems still remained.
Sir Graham summarized brieflY the work being done in the British Meteorological
Office by threegr·oups working in dynamical meteorology. The first was studying the shortterm forecasting of pressure·, temperature and wind, ,and r-esults of its work were swmnarized
in the paper presented by Mr. D55s. An even more difficult problem was faced by a second
group carrying out studies of the dynamics and thermodynamics of fronts. The most formidable
task in meteorology was being undertaken by a third group in its study of large-scale motions;
the general circulation of the atmosphere and its perturbations. It appeared to him that present methods of long-range forecasting were somewhat unscientific and he felt that ultimately
hydrodynamics would help to solve the riddle. The setting up of this third group was a longterm investment from which quick returns were not to be expected.
Remarkable advances had been made since Richardson's courageous attempts in the
1920 1 s, but great problems still lay ahead and he agreed that the Executive Committee should
do all in its power to encourage those working in this field.
The Secretary-General referred to the fact that a number of members of thE; Executive
Committee were from tropical or subtropical countries. Most of the work at present being
done on NWP was in extra-tropical regions and he asked if Mr. Im<:Ss could give any information
on the prospect of introducing NWP methods in tropical latitudes. This would affect many
Members if the proposals made by MT. Fedorov were put into effect.
The Secretary-General also wished to recall to members the project discussed the
previous day of a possible telecommunications survey of the northern hemisphere which might
be extended to the southern hemisphere. He noted that his remarks concerning the delays
and duplications in the exchange of information, especially for those working in the field
of NWP, had been amply confirmed by Mr. 005s.
In reply, Mr. Dtltls said there was no doubt that forecasting in the tropics was more
difficult than in extra-tropical regions. The main difficulties arose from the sparseness of
the networks; owing to this there was no basic understanding of the atmospheric motions. An
important application was the prediction of the growth and movements of hurricanes or typhoons.
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Progress had been made in the U.S.A. and in Japan in the use of numerical forecasting methods
for this. He mentioned the work initiated by Mr. Charney in this field.
With reference to a point mentioned earlier by Mr. Fedorov, Mr. DOQS stated that
the quality of a forecast was a function not of the number but of the density of stations.
It was to be hoped that a greater density would eventually become possible in the Pacific
and Atlantic -an equally dense network was also required in the tropics, since for smallscale phenomena such as hurricanes avery close network was essential. Experiments had been
carried out regarding the required density of networks and a progranune of work was planned
on this at the NCAS, Boulder.

With regard to the communications problem, Mr. Do~s felt that it was necessary to
consider the speed in various phases of the whole process from the observation to the dissemination of a forecast. A comparison of the present transmission speed of 50 bauds with
the computer speed of I million operations per second indicated a lack of balance in these
phases giving rise to an economical problem. He had been interested to hear Mr. Shuman's
remarks about the operation of a cut-off timee This again would lead to an uneconomical use
of the computer since only 30 - 40 per cent of the stations could be used in the first instance and' at a later time the same data would have to be fed into the computer again. Computers in the future might be cheaper but this method still wasted time. Mr. DBos agreed
that as many countries as possible should be encouraged to use NWP methodse Development
and research in this field depended very much on the existence of computing facilities in as
large a number of countries as could be encouraged to participate.
Mr. White said that Mr. Doos had referred to the work of Dr. Charney who had been
specially interested in the problem of achieving a description of the initial state of the
atmosphere -in those parts of the' world where it was- most difficult. This was an important
problem and Mr. White thought that with the new observational developments the moment was
opportune for experiments directed to this end. The use of satellites together' with conventional observations might enable us to acquire this description of the initial state, the
lack of which was the greatest single obstacle to progress in developing numerical prediction techniques. He believed that the Executive Committee should take all possible, steps
to encourage scientists to conduct the necessary experiments to acquire the data needed.

The President stated that the discussion had shown that there-was great interest in
this very important subject. He hoped that the lecture and the discussions woald contribute
to furthering numerical techniques and to an improvement in the quality of weather forecasting. The discussion had shown that there were many unsolved problems such 'as: the way in
which numerical weather prediction methods would be incorporated in the World Weather Watch,
the need fo~ uniformity of codes and how to speed up the telecommunications systems. There
were also problems of a more scientific nat1:1re such as those referred to by Sir Graham Sutton
which would be taken up by the Joint CAe!CSM working group. He felt that there had been a
very gOdd start to the work and he wished to congratulate Mr. Dtltls and other scientists working in the field; he wished them, on behalf of the Executive Committee, every success in
their future work.
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